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Introduction
Improving water governance is key to achieving a range
of environmental, social and economic objectives
including food, water and energy security, climate
change resilience, health and well-being, and
sustainable economic growth. This symposium brought
together examples of initiatives in research, policy and
practice for transforming water governance, including:
CADWAGO case studies from the UK, Canada and
Australia; the OECD’s work on water governance
principles; DEFRA’s overview of the Catchment-based
Approach; and the work of the Roe Catchment
Community Water Management Group in the UK.
CADWAGO researchers from the Open University have
been working with Government bodies, NGOs,
consultants, water industry, academics, and others to
Right Richard Cole, Ian Irving and Aziza Akhmouch engaging in
discussion about innovations in water governance. CADWAGO water
governance symposium 2015, Royal Society, London.
better understand the current water governance situation
and how it might be improved in practice. The results of
this engagement — focussing on transformations in
stakes and stakeholding, facilitation, institutions and
policies, and knowing and learning — were used as a
starting point for developing of an agenda for
transforming water governance in the UK and the EU.
This report provides an overview of the presentations
and group discussions from the symposium.
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Welcome and overview of CADWAGO project
Presentation by:
Prof. Neil Powell, CADWAGO Project Director
Uppsala University / University of the Sunshine Coast
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Water&governance&in&the&context&of&
climate&change&adaptation
Neil%Powell
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A&tale&of&navigating&messiness&with&diverse&
constellations&of&stakeholders
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Multiple&Issues,&conflicting&interests&and actions
Changes%in% run1off,%
erosion,% %land%slides
Inundation% and%
sea%level%rise%
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depletion
Flooding% risks
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Rural%Development%Plan
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Our&choice&of&‘framing’&for&water&
contexts/dilemmas
 Interdependencies
?% Uncertainty
! Controversy
Complexity
Issue%/%
Mess
Multiple&
stakeholding /&perspectives&
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The&global&sustainability&narrative
Illustration:(Erik(Rosin,(based(on(Rockström and(others.(Nature,(2009
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Sectoral&silos
Reinterpretation&of&complexity&and&pluralistic&scientific&insights&into&existing&
siloed sectors&– agriculture&vs&flooding&vs&environment&vs&energy
The&need&to&breaking&out&of&silos&identified&at&learning&event&last&year
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EU&water&framework&directive
“Getting%Europe%'s%waters%cleaner,%getting%the%
citizen%involved”
River&Basins&are&key&management&units&for&
improving&surface&waters&and&groundwaters
through&public&participation&
Technical&focus&on&achieving&good&ecological&
status,&quantitative&status,&and&chemical&status
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Bypassing&formal&governance&arrangements
Photos:(Vattenriket Kristianstad
Systemic%Understanding
Adaptive
practices
Kristianstad’s
landscape%and%history
The%history%of%the%situation
Different&ways&of&understanding& landscape&
management&in&Kristianstad:
1.&One&of&these&is&centered&on&the&high&Agronomic&
potential&of&the&landscape
2.&A&second&is&centered&on&the&threats&the&landscape&
poses&to&urban&Development
3.&A&third& focuses&on& the&aquatic&potential
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A&regional&sustainability&narrative
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A&transVregional&Sustainability&narrative
The&Implementation&of&the&Renewable&Energy&Directive&in&the&BSR&and&Palm&
Oil&Production&in&West&Kalimantan
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PreVexisting&norms:&distorting&the&enactment&
of&water&governance
Gender&perspectives&on&the&Role&of&Municipalities&as&
Implementers&of&the&WFD&in&Coastal&Sweden&–
Acknowledging&the&Presence&of&Power
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From&robbing&to&reconciling
The&R3PS&mnemonic
Robbing%(R):
The&water&governance&action/policy&under&scrutiny
The&victim/s&of&the&robbery&V Peter%(P¹):%the&conflict&of&interest/s
To%pay%(P²):%the&costs&of&complying&to&the&governance&action&
the&beneficiaries–Paul%(P³):%of&the&governance&action
The%situation%under%review%(S):
The&environment&that&is&shaping&the&operationalization&of&the&
governance&action&(CADWAGO&narrative)
1.&The&existing&framing&of&water&governance
2.&The&institutional&environment
3.&The&governance&praxis
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Reconciling&conflicting&Interests,&Actions&and&
Positions
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New&constellations&of&stakeholders
Geographic( coverage(of(issues(by(country( on(weADAPT,(2013(http://www.seiD
international.org/mediamanager/documents/Publications/Climate/SEIDWPD2015D08DCAMAD
weADAPTDvisualization.pdf
©(Reinhard Bütikofer/flickr
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Session 1: Showcasing CADWAGO research
Presentation by:
Dr. Kevin Collins and Dr. Natalie Foster
The Open University
with contributions via video from:
Prof. Tim Smith, Dr. Dana Thompsen and Dr. Maria
de Lourdes Melo Zurita
University of the Sunshine Coast; and
Prof. Ryan Plummer, Dr. Julia Baird, Dr. Angela
Dzyundzyak and Dr. Ryan Bullock
Brock University
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Water&governance&in&England:&
Improving&understandings&and&practices&
through&systemic&co8inquiry&
Kevin&Collins,&Natalie&Foster, Chris&Blackmore,&Ray&Ison
16th September+2015+
Royal+Society,+London
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Overview&
CADWAGO
Theoretical&background
Policy&Context
WP3&activities
Inquiry&process&and&design&
Findings
Concluding&remarks
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Our&history&of&water&governance&research
200185 Social&Learning&for&Integrated&Management&of&Water&(SLIM,&EU)
2002&– 2005&Learning&in&Agricultural&and&Rural&Networks:&institutions,& networks&and&
governance (EU)
200486&River&Basin&Management&Planning& (Environment&Agency)
2006 Audit&of&catchment&participation&projects&in&England&and&Wales&(EA)
2009811 Ecosystems&and&poverty&alleviation&in&China&and&South&Africa&(DFID/NERC)&
201182&Evaluating&the&Water&Framework&Directive&catchment&based&approach&pilots&
(DEFRA/&EA)&
201386&Drought& impacts:&vulnerability& thresholds& in&monitoring& and&earlyTwarning&
research&(Belmont)
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Ecosystems WP 
Systemic praxis WP 
Project reporting and  
written scientific  
deliverables 
Italy&
SE)Asia&
Bal.c& Canada&
Sweden&
UK&
Australia&
Institutions WP 
Synthesis:  
Pathways for  
adaptive  
governance 
EU water 
governance 
learning  
events 
Contributions to systemic and adaptive 
water governance in Europe  
International case studies exploring sets of Water Governance dilemmas 
CADWAGO&key&elements
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What&is&water&governance?
The&political,&social,&economic&and&
administrative&systems&that&are&in&place&to&
develop&and&manage&water&resources&and&the&
delivery&of&water&services&at&different&levels&of&
society&(Rogers& &Hall,&2003)&
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WP3:&Four&organising&questions
1.&How&does&history&contribute&to&the&current&governance&
performance?
2.&What&constitutes&facilitation&in&the&case&study&context?
3.&What&is&the&extent&and&nature&of&stakeholding in&the&
situation?
4.&How&is&governance&practice&organised&and&understood?
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UK&approach&8 Systems
Transformational&
change&requires
thinking&and&
practice&that&is&
systemic(+(
systematic(
=&a&duality&not&a&
dualism
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Thinking&about&systems
An&organised&whole&defined&by&
someone&as&having&a&purpose:&a&
system&of&interest&
Comprises:
the&person&making&the&distinction
a&boundary&choice
a&set&of&things&that&do&the&work&
(elements&/&subsystems&)
environment
Boundary Environment
Sub
system
System2of2interest
A2distinction2made2 by2someone
(they2have2placed2 things2 together)
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CADWAGO&Activities&
•Tools&and&methodologies&for&
systemic&thinking&and&practice
•Timeline&of&water&governance
•Dialogue&within and&between&
organisations
•Design&of&learning&events&for&
organisations
•Inputs&to&policy&consultations
•Publications&and&reports&
•Policy&briefing&papers
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Activities (continued)
• 2013+ DEFRA/EA&CABA&approach&and pilots
• 2014+&CABA&Support&Group&key&principles
• Sept.&2014&Policy&and&regulatory&
workshops in London
• 2012&T 2015Governance&learning&events&in&
Sweden,&London,&Canada,&Sardinia
• Collaborations&with&colleagues&in&Sweden,&
Canada,&Italy and&Australia&
• Sept.&2015Water&governance symposium,&
Royal&Society,&London
CoTinquiries&and&
interventions
Understanding&
historical&and&current&
practices
Researching&and&
developing&new&2nd
order&praxis
Working&
collaboratively&to&
transform&
understandings&and&
practices
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Policy&contexts:
7th&Environment&Action&Programme
EU&Resource&Efficiency&roadmap
Blueprint&for&Water
Water&Framework&Directives&
River&Basin&Management&Planning&and&Plans
Catchment&Based&Approach
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EU&Climate&Change&
‘To&promote&strategies&which&increase&
the&resilience&to&climate&change&of&
health,&property&and&the&productive&
functions&of&land,&inter&alia&by&
improving&the&management&of&water&
resources&and&ecosystems’&EU&White&
Paper&on&CC&(CEC,&2009:5)&
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The&7th&Environment&Action&Programme (EAP)
In#2050,#we#live#well,#
within#the#planet’s#
ecological# limits.#Our#
prosperity#and#healthy#
environment#stem#from#
an#innovative,#circular#
economy#where#
nothing# is#wasted#and#
where#natural#
resources#are#managed#
sustainably,#and#
biodiversity#is#
protected,#valued#and#
restored#in#ways#that#
enhance#our#society’s#
resilience.’
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1st cycle&of&RBP:&experiences&/&issues
RBPlanning and&POMs&became&highly&expert&and&technical&
process
River&Basin&Districts&and&Liaison&Panels&too&‘remote’
Design&failure&to&engage&catchment&level&issues&and&networks
27%&of&river&and&lake&water&bodies&at&‘good’&status&in&2009
32%&aimed&by&2015&&
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2010:&Panda&meets&fish&(almost&meet&judge)&meet&
DEFRA
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2013+&Catchment&partnerships
100+&catchments&in&E&and&W
Independent&lead&where&possible
EA&catchment&coTordinator
£1.6M&available&2013/14
Voluntary,&nonTstatutory&plans
Flexible,&adaptive&structures&and&working
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DEFRA and&Environment&Agency&View?
Sc
al
e
Statutory
Non-.statutory-building-
block
Statutory
Source:&Challenges&and&consultation&briefing&pack,&2013
http://www.environmentTagency.gov.uk/research/planning/33252.aspx
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WFD&201482015
Draft&RBMPs&published&for&consultation
2009&T 2014&decline&in&water&bodies&at&‘good’&status&from&26%&to&
24%&
2015:&water&bodies&at&‘good’&status&18%&(17%&of&all&rivers)
Change&in&data&and&reporting&standards
0.08%&of&England's&rivers&are&high&quality;&&17.06&good;&62.4%&
moderate;&17.22%&poor&and&3.24%&bad.
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WFD:&Business&as&usual?
‘The&approach&taken&by&many&Member&States&– of&‘moving&in&
the&right&direction’&based&(largely)&on&businessTasTusual&
scenarios&– is&clearly&not&sufficient&to&achieve&the&
environmental&objectives&for&most&water&bodies.’&(EC,&2015:&5)
‘There&are&still&many&gaps&in&the&basic&measures&put&in&place&by&
Member&States&to&address&agricultural&pressures,&including&a&
lack&of&measures&to&control&phosphate&and&nitrates&emissions&
outside&nitrate&vulnerable&zones’&:&(EC,&2015:6)&
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WFD&≠&integration?
Theesfeld and&Schleyer,&2013:132
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Ongoing&issues&of&governance&in&England&and&Wales
Catchment&approach&is&a&major&step&forward,&but…
Tension&between&WFD&statutory,&catchments&nonTstatutory
Funding
Skills&and&capacities
Leadership
Governance&arrangements
RBPlanning – a&technical&or&a&social&process?
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What&is&systemic&co8inquiry?
An&inquiryTbased&approach&that&enables&managing&and/or&
researching&for&emergence
Emotion&of&uncertainty
Understanding&situations&in&context&and&history
Explores&purpose
Distinguishes&‘what’&from&‘how’&and&‘why’
Facilitating&purposeful,&systemically&desirable&and&culturally&
feasible&action
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Why&systemic&co8inquiry?
Need&for&an&effective&praxis&for&climate&change&
adaptation&and&mitigation
Need&for&new&ways&of&cooperating&to&effect&purposeful&
action
Limitations&of&‘projects’&to&address&complexity
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Aims&of&the&systemic&inquiry
Introduce&
CADWAGO&
and&early&
highlights
Exploring&
current(and&
future of&water&
governance&in&
England
Developing&
systemic&
insights
Designing&
for&
systemic&
water&
governance&
Identifying&
actions&for&
change…..
27
Water&Governance&in&England
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Frame-the-inquiry
What%is%at%issue%for%those%with%a%stake%in%the%situation?
Draft-the-system-as#it#is#
Appreciating%multiple%perspectives%and%
learning
Process-for-systemic-
inquiry
Shifting-from-what#is to-
what#could#be
Steps%to%facilitate%transformation from%
what%is%to%what%could%be
Who is-most-relevant?
Enabling%conversation%and%
facilitate%as%they%make%changes
Focusing in-…improvements%in%
the%part%of%the%system%that%deals%with%
…..%
Designing-what-it-
could#be
A#system#to#…………by..#…….
in#order#to#………..
Understanding-
patterns-of-
behaviour
Intended%and%unintended%
consequences
What-effect-are-our-
actions-having?-
Reviewing%and%renewing%action%
Indicators%and%measures
After2MoraghMackay2and2Ross2Colliver2V32 015
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Design
• Workshop&1&– Current&
water#governance
• Workshop&2&– Future&water#
governance
A&Systemic&
coTinquiry&
into&water&
governance
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Social&learning:&&process&of&socially&constructing&an&issue&by&actors&in&which&their&understandings&
and&practices&change,&leading&to&transformation&of&the&situation&through&collective&/&concerted&
action&(and&the&building&of&relational&capital).
Designing&for&transformations&using&
systems&approaches
(after&SLIM,&2004)
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Current&water&governance&&
31
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Exploring&the&situation
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Refining&and&defining&the&system
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Water&governance:&Is&/&Ought&to&be
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Current&Governance:&Key&points
Drinking&water&is&excellent
Who&owns&water&governance?
Lack&of&incentives&to&act&systemically
Disconnect:&water&‘managers’&and&water&‘users’&and&water&‘providers’&
Scales&of&governance&— localTglobal,&topTbottom?
Leadership&T who&has&the&big&picture?
Legitimacy&of&CABA?
Narrow&definition&of&success&– ignores&social&and&systemic&aspects
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Systems&Maps&– key&points
Reveal&complexity&of&water&governance
Comprehensive&in&scope:&local&to&international
Awareness&of&diverse&stakeholding
Inclusion&of&different&sectors&eg agric.,&industry&
Social&considerations&evident
Recognition&of&multiple&policy&communities
But&joining&up….?
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Characterising&current&water&
governance&systems
Disconnected Opaque Ownership& Privileges&certain&users
Inefficiences
Top&down,&
extensive&
regulation
Drinking&
water&and&
waste&water
Crisis&events?
Economic&and&
welfare&focus
At&cost&of&
future&
generations
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What&is….?&
Natural&capital&
under/un&valued Hard&engineering Market&failures
Focus&on&
compliance
Disconnected Inequitable& CABA&still&unproven
Policy&is&
governmentT
evidence&driven
Distrust
No&arrangements&
for&institutional&
cooperation&
EcoTindifference&
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What&ought#to#be….?&
Natural&capital&and&
services&valued
Belief&/&trust&in&
CABA
Markets&for&
ecosystem&service
Standards&one&of&
many&
drivers/measures
Users&/&providers/&
managers&linkages
Clear&vision&and&
strategy&for&
managing&water&
scarcity&fairly
Wider&evidence&
base&for&policy
Delivering&
effective&CABA
Cooperation&and&
collaboration&
amongst&different&
sectors
Democratic&
accountability&
according&to&
context
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Future&water&governance
40
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Exploring&future&water&governance
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Defining&an&ideal&future&water&governance&system
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Conceptualising&an&ideal&system
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Framework&for&systemic&action&to&improve&current&water&governance
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Concluding&comments
49
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Systemic&Inquiry&
Enabled&detailed&discussion,&dialogue,&learning&and&insights&about&current&
and&future&water&governance
Surfaced&systemic&issues&and&concerns
Identified&more&desirable&futures
Explored&actions&to&bring&about&improvements&and&transformations&in&
current&water&governance&arrangements
But&it&is&just&a&beginning….&
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WP3:&Four&organising&questions
1.&How&does&history&contribute&to&the&current&governance&
performance?
2.&What&constitutes&facilitation&in&the&case&study&context?
3.&What&is&the&extent&and&nature&of&stakeholding in&the&
situation?
4.&How&is&governance&practice&organised&and&understood?
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Rethinking&water&governance?
Water&governance&is&a&complex,&messy&situation&with&multiple&contexts&and&
actors
Delivering&human&health&and&well&being&is&an&emergent&outcome&of&water&
governance&
A&key&means&to&engage&people&in&water&governance?
In&a&climate&changing&world,&water&governance&might&be&better&understood&as&
a&learning&system&(not&a&oneToff&engineering&or&policy&mechanism)
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Play the video online at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54OL13PSww0
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Session 2: Showcasing innovation in water
governance
Presentations by:
Aziza Akhmouch
OECD Head of Water Governance Programme
Richard Cole
DEFRA Head of CaBA Team, Water Quality Division
Ian Irving
Roe Catchment Community Water Management Group
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OECD  PRINCIPLES  ON  
WATER  GOVERNANCE
Endorsed  by  OECD’s  34  Members  at  the  
OECD  Ministerial  Council  Meeting  
on  4  June  2015
Aziza  AKHMOUCH,  PhD
Head  of  the  OECD  Water  Governance Programme
CADWAGO  Symposium  on  Water  Governance,  London,  16  September  2015
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1. Why care about water governance? 
2. Lessons from countries’ experience 
3. Guidance for policymakers 
4. Next steps 
Outline
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OECD  Projections  :  A  Gloomy  Picture
Global water demand:
Baseline scenario, 2000 and 2050
Water stress by river basin: 
Baseline, 2050 
Source: OECD Environmental Outlook Baseline (2012)
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Water  crises  are  often  governance  crises
ü Enough water for human and nature needs … if managed wisely! 
ü Coping with future water challenges requires more than financing & hydrology
ü Technical, financial & institutional solutions exist, but implementation is lagging behind
ü How to manage water-related risks & trade-offs ? A need for good governance 
ü Local and global issue, with multiple actors at different levels 
ü Capital –intensive, monopolistic intensity, market failures
ü Interdependencies across multiple stakeholders are poorly managed 
ü Many countries struggle to really understand (and map) who does what, at which level
No one-size-fits-all response but overarching Principles are needed  
ü Need for place-based policies & local-national framework, strategy and rules 
ü Governments should strive to develop better water policies for better lives
ü Taking stock of what works well and what does not work is important
Ø Beyond the question of WHAT to do to meet the water challenge, 
there is a need to think about WHO DOES WHAT, WHY, 
AT WHICH LEVEL and HOW
Water, a fragmented sector that is sensitive to multilevel governance
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OECD’s  Evidence  Base
National Policy 
dialogues
Thematic work
Benchmarks
OECD Multi-level Governance Framework :
“Mind the Gaps, Bridge the Gaps” 
OECD 2011 : Water Governance in OECD Countries : a Multi-Level Approach 
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A  Systemic  Approach  to  the  Water  
Governance  Cycle  
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OECD  Water  Governance  Initiative  
110+  Delegates  gathering  every  
6  months  in  a  Policy  Forum  Steering  Committee
Wider beneficiaries
Global  Water  Agenda
OECD  Indicators  on  water  governanceOECD  Principles  on  water  governance
Regional  partners  
[Americas,  Europe,  Asia-­
Pacific,  Middle  East,  Africa]
WG  n°1
Stakeholder  
engagement
WG  n°2
Governance  &  
performance  of  
water  services
WG  n°4
Integrity  &  
Transparency
WG  n°3  
Basin  
governance
A  multi-­stakeholder  and  bottom-­up  approach  
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OECD  Principles  on  Water  Governance
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• Principle 1. Clearly allocate and distinguish roles and 
responsibilities for water policymaking, policy 
implementation, operational management and regulation, 
and foster co-ordination across these responsible authorities.
• Principle 2. Manage water at the appropriate scale(s) 
within integrated basin governance systems to reflect local 
conditions, and foster co-ordination between the different 
scales. 
• Principle 3. Encourage policy coherence through effective 
cross-sectoral co-ordination, especially between policies for 
water and the environment, health, energy, agriculture, 
industry, spatial planning and land use 
• Principle 4. Adapt the level of capacityof responsible 
authorities to the complexity of water challenges to be met, 
and to the set of competencies required to carry out their 
duties
EFFECTIVENESS  of  Water  Governance
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EFFICIENCY  of  Water  Governance
• Principle 5. Produce, update, and share timely, consistent, 
comparable and policy-relevant water and water-related 
data and information, and use it to guide, assess and 
improve water policy 
• Principle 6. Ensure that governance arrangements help 
mobilise water finance and allocate financial resources in 
an efficient, transparent and timely manner 
• Principle 7. Ensure that sound water management 
regulatory frameworks are effectively implemented and 
enforced in pursuit of the public interest, 
• Principle 8. Promote the adoption and implementation of 
innovative water governance practices across 
responsible authorities, levels of government and relevant 
stakeholders 
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TRUST  &  ENGAGEMENT  in  Water  Governance
• Principle 9. Mainstream integrity and transparency 
practices across water policies, water institutions and water 
governance frameworks for greater accountability and trust in 
decision-making 
• Principle 10. Promote stakeholder engagement for 
informed and outcome-oriented contributions to water policy 
design and implementation
• Principle 11. Encourage water governance frameworks that 
help manage trade-offs across water users, rural and urban 
areas, and generations 
• Principle 12. Promote regular monitoring and evaluation 
of water policy and governance where appropriate, share the 
results with the public and make adjustments when needed 
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Multi-­stakeholder  Declaration  on  the  Principles  
65  Major  Groups  committed  to  the  Principles  at  the  7th World  
Water  Forum  (Daegu,  Republic  of  South  Korea,  13  April  2015)
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1. Water Governance Best Practice Database
– Success Stories & Pitfalls to avoid 
– Online Platform
2. OECD Water Governance Indicators 
– Intergovernmental consensus on indicator framework
– OECD Water Governance at a Glance Publication 
3. Outreach and Dissemination
– OECD Toolkit for the implementation of the Principles
• Regional consultations
• Stakeholder Seminars 
Next  steps  for  Implementation  (2015-­2017)
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http://www.oecd.org/gov/regional-policy/OECD-Principles-on-Water-Governance-brochure.pdf
Download  the  Principles!  
Translation in 15 
languages
English French
German Spanish Portuguese Italian Dutch
Greek Korean JapaneseHebrewTurkish
Chinese
(Mandarin)
Russian Hindi
+ Arabic
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION
www.oecd.org/gov/water
aziza.akhmouch@oecd.org  
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Catchment	  Based	  Approach	  for	  
Delivering	  the	  Water	  Framework	  
Directive
Richard	  Cole	  -­‐ Defra
Session	  2:	  Showcasing	  innovation	  in	  
water	  governance	  in	  the	  UK	  and	  EU
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Statutory	  Drivers
• Our	  targets	  are	  	  set	  by	  EU	  to	  aim	  to	  bring	  all	  
water	  bodies	  and	  ground	  waters	  to	  Good	  status	  
by	  2021
• As	  at	  2011	  only	  26%	  of	  water	  bodies	  meet	  Good	  
status
• Our	  River	  Basin	  Management	  Plans	  to	  improve	  
were	  criticised	  for	  not	  including	  more	  local	  action	  
or	  adopting	  a	  catchment	  approach
• And,	  it	  was	  not	  clear	  how	  the	  evidence	  was	  
assessed	  or	  how	  improvements	  were	  planned	  so	  
that	  local	  groups	  could	  participate
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Cycle  1
2009-­2015
Cycle  2
2015-­2021
Cycle  3
2021-­2027
Water  Framework  Directive
River  Basin  Management
Source:  Environment  Agency  (2015)
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River  Basin  Districts
Source:  Environment  Agency  (2010)
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Catchment	  Approach	  Related	  to	  Issue
Issue  
•We  recognised  that  diffuse  pollution  from  all  sources  is  associated  with  
nearly  half  of  the  reasons  for  failure  to  meet  Good  status  under  the  
WFD.
Rationale
• Tackling  diffuse  pollution  requires  engagement  at  the  local  level  to  
identify  the  sources,  agree  priorities  and  target  actions
•This  engagement  can  also  facilitate  voluntary  support  and  PES  action  
which  can  enhance  RBMPs
Considerations
•River  basin  are  too  large  a  scale  for  engagement
•Water  bodies  are  too  local  to  assess  the  wider  ecosystem  function  and  
surrounding  land  use
•External  stakeholders  are  key
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Source:  Conservation  Ontario                    
Catchment  Scale
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Pilot	  and	  Roll	  out
• We	  piloted	  a	  variety	  of	  catchment	  partnership	  
approaches	  throughout	  2012.
• We	  used	  the	  evaluation	  to	  determine	  our	  
policy	  for	  roll	  out	  across	  the	  whole	  of	  England	  
in	  2013.
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Puts local communities at the heart of
river basin planning
Brings  stakeholders  together  to  develop  
a  vision  for  their  catchment
Encourages  delivery  of  multiple  benefits  
and  integrated  environmental  outcomes
Catchment  Based  Approach  
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Conflicting	  Challenges	  for	  
Governance
• Need	  to	  elicit	  voluntary	  contributions	  but	  
can’t	  guarantee	  them
• Statutory	  responsibilities	  remain	  regardless	  of	  
approach
• Approach	  needs	  to	  evolve	  entrepreneurially	  
but	  remain	  consistent	  across	  the	  country
• Shared	  ownership	  might	  lead	  to	  lack	  of	  control
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10
(Projects	  	  and	  
sub	  catchment	  
scale	  activities)
(challenge,	  
strategic	  
thinking	   and	  
doing)
River	  Basin	  District	  
wide	  planning	  and	  
delivery	  
Com
petent	  Authority
Informing	  and	  supporting
Informing,	   supporting,	  
growing	  opportunities
Translating
National	  
actions,	  and	  
information	  
e.g.	  SWMI
Three	  tiers
Interdependent	  
relationships	  (no	  
hierarchy)
Local	  
planning	  
and	  
delivery
87Catchment	  
planning	  and	  
delivery
Catchment	  planning	  contributing	  to	  RBMPs
(RBMP)
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Water
Body
European
Union Nation
River
Basin
District
Catchment
Plan Do
CheckReview
High
Good
Mod
Poor
Bad
Water  Framework  Directive
Statutory  Driver  to  Local  Action
Source:  Crilly  (2015)
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Characteristics	  of	  the	  approach
•Voluntary  partnerships   in  about  87  catchments  based  on  
Catchment  Abstraction  Strategies.
•These  take  a  strategic  overview  but  at  a  meaningful   land  
use  scale
•Each  partnership  has  a  number  of  ‘core’  roles,    where  
possible,  externally  led  
•EA  maintain  a  key  support  role  and  retain  their  statutory  
duties
•Greater  transparency  and  opportunity   to  feed  into  RBMPs
•Independent  outcome  setting  and  progress  monitoring
•Approach  needs  to  remain  adaptive  but  be  coherent  so  we  
established  an  independent   group  of  practitioners  to  steer  it
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Source:    EPA  USA  (2005)
Both  Catchment  Plan  needs  to  be  
Adaptive  as  does  the  National  System
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OECD  Principles  on  Water  Governance  
Source:  OECD  (2015)                                  
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Now  over  100  Partnerships  across  All  
Catchments
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What	  evaluation	  tells	  us
• Variable
• Progress	  towards	  delivery
• Takes	  time
• Real	  benefits
• Need	  data
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Q30:	  Please	  indicate	  the	  extent	  to	  which	  you	  feel	  you	  have	  completed	  the	  
following	  activities	  satisfactorily	  up	  to	  the	  point	  of	  the	  survey
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Estimated	  partnership	  spend	  by	  
activity	  2014/15
Partnership development and administration
Local community engagement and conflict resolution
Co-ordinating activities across organisations, geographic areas and delivery areas
Data collation and interpretation, and planning including influencing others plans and policies
Delivering practical environmental work, advice or awareness raising in the catchment
Other
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Greater	  local	  collaboration	  and	  
transparent	  decision	  making
• Representation	  on	  partnerships	  continues	  to	  
improve,	  particularly	  involving	  landowners,	  local	  
government	  and	  businesses.	  
• Overall	  82%	  (up	  from	  75%)	  of	  respondents	  felt	  
their	  partnership	  is	  working	  effectively	  together	  
and	  the	  vast	  majority	  (72%	  -­‐ 81%	  (up	  from	  60-­‐
75%)	  agreed	  decisions	  in	  their	  partnership	  were:	  
transparent;	  evidence-­‐based;	  and	  equitable.	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Sustainability
• Progress	  is	  greatest	  when	  involving	  
stakeholders	  in	  prioritising	  issues	  and	  taking	  
action	  to	  address	  them.
• Overall,	  Defra	  funding	  for	  the	  host	  role	  
represented	  <20%	  of	  the	  total	  funding	  in	  
catchments,	  i.e.	  partnerships	  are	  leveraging	  
further	  investment	  into	  the	  catchments	  at	  
around	  4:1.	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Impacts:	  Greater	  benefits	  from	  
co-­‐beneficial	  measures	  and	  
aligned	  projects>£17-­‐23m	  (based	  
on	  anticipated	  benefits	  of	  3-­‐4x	  
the	  catchment	  expenditure	  spent	  
on	  delivering	  environmental	  
improvements)
Expenditure:	  £9.4m	  
Investment	  in	  more	  and	  
more	  aligned	  catchment	  
projects	  (based	  on	  
leveraging	  >4:1)
Inputs:	  Investment	  of	  
£1.8m	  for	  host	  role	  to	  
enable	  effective	  local	  
partnership	   working	  in	  
2014/15
There	  remains	  
huge	  potential	  to	  
be	  realised!
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Source:  Bide  &  Cranston  (2014)                                  
Synergy  -­ The  Power  of  Partnership
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• There  are  significant  potential  co-­benefits  and  savings  through  better  
alignment  of  delivery.  
• The  NCC  National  Ecosystem  Assessment  highlighted  that  Ecosystem  
services  provided  by  water  and  the  natural  environment  in  the  UK  
collectively  amount  to  over  £6bn/yr  .  
• Evidence  of  benefits  from  aligned  working  is  sparse,  but,  where  
measured,  show  a  cost:benefit  ratio  of  between  3  and  65.  
(These  figures  include:  i)  co-­benefits,  provided  where  scheme  designers  
think  more  broadly  about  services  supported;;  and  ii)  savings,  where  co-­
beneficial  options  are  selected  ahead  of  single  focus  schemes,  or  where  
duplication  of  roles  or  activities  is  avoided.)
Further  Potential  for  increasing  Benefits  through  
Integrating  the  Environment  through  a  Catchment  
Based  Approach
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Opportunity  to  align  Planning  across  
the  Environment
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Source:  Mongabay  (2013)                                  
We	  need	  better	  economic	  evidence	  through	  costed	  case	  studies
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This  will  help  shift  us  being  a  System  Steward  of  a  more  
integrated  local  delivery  approach
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Lessons	  Learned
• As	  a	  service	  needs	  ongoing	  support	  and	  
mandate
• Clearer	  roles	  and	  formal	  mandate	  may	  help
• Viability	  increases	  the	  more	  it	  forms	  the	  
predominant	  means	  of	  engaging	  and	  directing	  
action	  on	  the	  environment
• Has	  the	  potential	  to	  for	  a	  ‘can-­‐opener’	  for	  
more	  integrated	  planning	  and	  delivery
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Future
• Spending	  cuts	  mean	  that	  government	  will	  
need	  to	  facilitate	  others	  to	  act	  more
• Government	  can	  help	  by	  sharing	  data,	  
employing	  technology	  and	  facilitating	  markets
• May	  also	  need	  clearer	  roles	  for	  engagement;	  
environmental	  assessment;	  planning;	  and,	  
delivery	  
• These	  need	  to	  be	  rationalised	  and	  brought	  
together	  where	  they	  can
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Next	  steps
• Build	  on	  what	  we	  have	  
• CaBA	  will	  be	  our	  principle	  means	  to	  deliver	  
RBMPs
• We	  will	  look	  at	  how	  we	  can	  improve
• Need	  to	  consider	  further	  integration	  and	  more	  
formal	  roles
• Work	  with	  others	  in	  design	  the	  best	  systems	  
as	  part	  of	  Defra’s	  25	  Year	  Framework	  for	  the	  
Environment
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Any	  questions?
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Session 3: Developing an agenda for transforming
water governance
Chaired by: Dr. Chris Blackmore, The Open University
Group 1: Stakeholding, stakeholders and messiness
facilitated by Annemarieke de Bruin
Group 2: Governance structures
facilitated by Jasper de Vries
Group 3: Business case
facilitated by Severine van Bommel
Group 4: Communication for engagement and action
facilitated by Natalie Foster
Plenary and reportage facilitated by: Dr. Kevin Collins,
The Open University
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Session	3:	Developing	an	agenda	for	
action	for	water	governance	
Dr.	Chris	Blackmore,	Open	University,	Dr Jasper	de	Vries	&	Dr.	Severine	
van	Bommel,	Wageningen University
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Contracting
2
Start	and	finish	on	
time?
Provide	others	
with	the	
experience	of	
being	listened	to?
Respect	the	value	
of	silences	in	the	
conversation?
It	is	ok	to	say	you	
do	not	know/	 do	
not	understand?
Appreciate	
diversity	of	
languages,	
perspectives	and	
experiences	in	the	
room?
To	avoid	
misunderstanding	
first	check	your	
interpretations	of	
others’	positions?
Strive	to	be	
present	in	the	
group	
conversation	at	all	
times?
Give	feedback	to	
others	at	every	
opportunity	 eg
coffee	/	lunch?
Individuals	can	
invoke	Chatham	
House	rules	if	they	
choose	to	do	so?
No	emails	/	
phones	 in	the	
room?
Questions	to	
speakers	should	
be	based	on	the	
concerns	of	your	
table?	
Permission	for	
photography	/	
audio	recording?
We	all	take	
responsibility	for	
monitoring	this	
contract?
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3Standards
(of	fact	and	value)
Appreciation
Perceive
Judge, in terms of fact 
and value
Envisage desired 
relationships 
Action
Monitor	and	review	
stakeholder	participation
The	flux	of	events,	
ideas,	people	and	
organisations
time
Vickers’ appreciative systems model, adapted from Checkland and Casar, 1986
Where	does	action	fit	into	inquiry?		
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Actions	for	improving	and	transforming	water	governance	
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STAKES	AND	STAKEHOLDING
• Identify	stakeholders
• Build	stakeholding
• Reconcile	new	and	emerging	roles
• Develop	shared	ownership	and	responsibility
• Raise	awareness	about	water	issues
• Meaningfully	engage	people	in	water	governance
FACILITATION
• Identify	facilitation	needs
• Provide	facilitation
INSTITUTIONS	AND	POLICIES
• Develop	conducive	institutions
• Institutionalise	systems	thinking	and	practice
• Institutionalise	catchment	science
• Develop	conducive	policies
KNOWING	AND	LEARNING
• Co-produce	knowledge
• Jointly	identify	what	constitutes	an	improvement
Examples	of	actions	emerging	from	our	inquiry	
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• Allocate	and	distinguish	roles	and	responsibilities
• Manage	water	at	appropriate	scales
• Encourage	policy	coherence
• Adapt	level	of	capacity	through	cross-sectoral	
coordination
• Produce,	update	&	share	water-related	data	and	info
• Mobilize	water	finance
• Ensure	sound	regulatory	frameworks
• Promote	regular	monitoring	and	evaluation
• Develop	partnerships
• Align	planning	across	the	Environment
• Continuous	sharing	of	learning
• Engage	the	media
• Modelling
Examples	of	actions	from	this	morning’s	presentations	
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Problem	or	‘situation’?
Acknowledges	different	perspectives
Acknowledges	complexity,	uncertainty,	interdependencies
Acknowledges	unintended	consequences
Shifts	from	problem	solving to	situation	improvement
Problem
Problem?
Problem?
Problem?
Problem?
Problem?
Bounded
Situation - Unbounded
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A	situation….
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‘Positioning	the	current	water	governance	system	to	a	citizen-based	
‘commons	management’	mode	in	order	to	act	responsibly	in	the	interests	
of	future	generations.	Taking	responsibility	for	trade	and	processing,	
supermarket	selling	environment,	distribution	of	food	security,	science	
and	technology.’	
‘A	disconnected	and	opaque	system,	nominally	owned	by	everyone	but	
managed	by	EU,	Government	and	water	companies,	to	provide	goods	and	
services	by	delivering	public	water	supply	and	waste	water	treatment	
using	inefficient	high	energy,	engineering,	top-down	regulatory	
approaches	in	order	to	support	economic	growth	and	welfare.’
‘Supplying	potable	water	to	society	as	part	of	an	integrated	approach,	
finding	a	better	balance	between	water	for	people	and	the	environment.’
Systems	of	interest	– examples
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1.	Participants
• Identify	two	or	three	situations	relating	to	water	
governance	that	are	of	interest	to	you	as	an	individual	
and	write	them	down	on	post-its
• Stick	your	post-its	onto	the	flip	charts
2.	Facilitators	
• Cluster	post-its	
• Nominate	contexts	for	discussion	groups
3.	Participants	and	facilitators	
• Divide	into	groups	
Identifying	situations	of	interest	and	forming	groups
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As	a	group	develop	your	recommendations	for	action.		
Do	this	through	discussion	in	the	groups,	supported	by	your	facilitator.		
Elaborate	and	evaluate	suggested	actions	as	you	go:
1. Look	for	ways	to	improve	the	situation	
2. Think	about	who	would	need	to	be	involved	and	how	(inc. yourself)		
3. Find	any	‘key	logs	in	the	logjam’	in	making	a	change
4. Consider	possible	effects	of	action	
5.	Look	for	unintended	consequences	
Identifying	possible	actions	in	groups
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Prepare	for	Reporting	back
On	a	flip	chart:
1.	Write	a	one	sentence	description	of	your	situation	of	interest.
2.	Record	actions	identified	(do	this	on	post-its	first	if	preferred…	 up	to	you)
3. Make	a	list	of	your	recommendations	for	action	
4.	Nominate	a	spokesperson	to	make	a	short	(max.	5	mins)	report	to	the	
plenary.
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Group 1: Stakeholding, stakeholders and messiness — facilitated by Annemarieke de Bruin
The group came together around a number of
governance situations that people suggested on post-it
notes. These post-it notes were grouped together as they
all had something to do with stakeholders, engagement,
and conflict. To get a common understanding of the
situation the group would be discussing, we took words
from the post-it notes and created a narrative with them:
• engagement and disengagement — who? who
not?, voice, ownership, speaking and hearing,
mediums of engagement, scales, trust, too much
engagement, empowerment, inclusion/exclusion,
and power; and
• words related to willingness and motivation —
incentives, changing behaviours, action, thinking
progress is made, someone is listening.
These keywords enabled the group to define the
situation:
How do we build a fair / equitable /
participatory / inclusive and effective
engagement process in a complex
(multi-stakeholder) community?
The group tried to reflect on this question in relation to
the experience at the catchment level of implementing
the CaBa approach in the UK, recognising that similar
challenges were apparent at EU level in the process of
data collection as well as internationally in water
governance more broadly. At catchment level, one could
identify a great diversity of stakeholders with multiple
stakes, interests and power that influenced decision
making (the horizontal dimension), as well as ‘rules’
imposed by different administrative levels of governance,
e.g. local, national, EU (the vertical dimension). The
group also recognised the influence on what happened
within a catchment of: 1) other catchments surrounding a
catchment; and 2) the interdependency between the
issues within a catchment and issues outside that
catchment. One example of the latter was the market
more broadly influencing agricultural practices within the
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catchment.
Those who had been involved in the CaBa
implementation process commented that this process is
not at all short of engagement with people and different
stakeholders. So much consultation is happening that it
has resulted in individual — as well as more general —
fatigue to participate in continuous and additional
meetings about catchment-based planning. The group
identified that this situation was particularly due to each
catchment programme setting up their own engagement
activities. Each catchment programme engaged with
stakeholders separately and did not share insights or
coordinate these engagement activities with each other.
The group concluded that this pillared/siloed approach is
not sustainable.
In response to the above, the actions proposed were to
break down the barriers between the catchment
programmes so that engagement activities could be
better coordinated, more effective, simplified and fewer.
There is also a need to better understand why people
exclude themselves from the process or are excluded
from the process. The underlying assumption is that it is
important to have all voices represented within the
decision making process, or to clearly understand why
some voices choose not to participate.
The group discussed three potential logs in the logjam.
The first was that there may be an issue of lack of trust
with those who are not engaging with the process. This
can be because of distrust between different stakeholder
groups or between stakeholder groups and those
facilitating the process. It can also be due to people not
feeling that their contributions will have any effect on the
outcomes. The second log that was identified was the
recognition that time is a scarce resource and that
people may choose to not participate or are unable to
participate, despite wanting to, due to a lack of time. The
third log related to the recognition that although the
facilitators and designers of the process are keen to
involve all voices, some stakeholders will not understand
or see the relevance of water governance to their
livelihood or interests.
If the process becomes more effective, the hope is that it
maintains the engagement of existing participants in the
long-term and also re-engages with voices that have not
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been involved so far or that have disengaged from the
process. The group foresees that such an engagement
process will help to build relationships and create a
deeper or more inclusive sense of community. It will also
help to widen the potential solutions that are being put
forward. Some of these solutions will be non-technical
and may end up being cheaper than those proposed by
the current set of stakeholders engaged in the process.
The group also recognised that one can organise the
perfect participatory process but change is normal and
success in not guaranteed. People can move out of the
area, change jobs, or have changes in their lives that
make it impossible to participate any further, etc. A
participatory process can never be made static, and is
also unlikely to be stable. Those organising and
facilitating the process need to be able to adapt and be
flexible in their approaches to engage as wide a range of
stakeholders at any one point in time in as much of a fair
process as possible. They also need to be cognisant of
the flow of power, which may be challenged due to the
inclusive process of multiple stakeholders, but it may also
revert back to the status quo after the voices have been
heard. This may lead to people again distrusting the
process and opting out of it, something that should
ideally be avoided.
Many other factors influence the motivation of
stakeholders to participate in the catchment based
approach than those mentioned here, but this discussion
provided a suggestion to how the CaBa approach could
build a more fair/equitable/participatory/inclusive and
effective engagement process in a complex
(multi-stakeholder) community.
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Group 2: Governance structures — facilitated by Jasper de Vries
The plenary discussion resulted in a rich collection of
situations of interest related to water governance.
Grouping these situations resulted in several themes.
One of these themes was ‘governance structure’. Within
this theme, the following situations of interests and
questions were identified:
• The drivers/incentives/barriers to cross-silo
working
• Integrating governance across different risks (e.g.
flood, water supply)
• To what extent can/must the ‘plan’ stage define the
information/data for the ‘review’
• Making the multiple, diverse initiatives part of a
coherent whole
• How to make participation meaningful and
effective?
• Pre-planning for and management of extreme
events such as droughts as well as floods
• A systemic situation built upon a recognition of
interconnections across levels of governance and
sectors
• Sustaining involvement for continuous
improvement and on-going activity.
• Breaking down silos
• Effectiveness of member state regulation in
delivering WFD (objective compliance)
• Changes in ecological/economic balance in
standards
• Bottom-up or top-down governance?
• How and by whom is the process designed and
planned vs. opportunistic evolution
• How do we provide central support for local
initiatives to help develop them?
• Big cities are growing, rural communities may lose
out
The group discussed the relationship between different
governance structures, in which the focus was mainly on
the relationships between various scales, such as the
local, community level and the larger, national (and
European) scale. From this initial discussion, the group
focussed on the dynamic between formal and informal
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relations. For instance, relations between institutional
and non-institutional, formal and informal, and legal and
non-legal. Based on this discussion, a main situation of
interest was identified. The situation was described as:
‘Optimising activities and interests to ensure
efficiency with maximum impact on the
chosen Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to
ensure water security.’
Actors
This system of interest incorporates a series of actors
including: NGOs, regulators, water companies, LEPs,
LAs, Planners, RFCCs, farmers, landowners,
communities, interest groups, and researchers. An
important issue mentioned is that all sectors and silos
should be involved in order to work through various
sectors, because working in this governance system
requires an integrated approach.
Activities
The participants in the group came up with the following
activities related to improving the system of interest:
• Map initial key players at key tiers (national to
local) and take into account the accountability of
the different stakeholders. Important aspects
related to this mentioned were:
– Focus on processes, including all sectors, in a
collective setting, and make roles and
responsibilities explicit
– This requires a honest and open attitude of all
stakeholders
– Within River Basn Districts, include all land
owners
• Important to apply the learning cycle: Plan, Do,
Check, Review with all key-actors.
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Group 3: Business case — facilitated by Severine van Bommel
The group formed by merging the ‘business case’ cluster
and the ‘politics’ cluster that came out of the exercise on
identifying situations relating to water governance that
were of interest to the people in the room.
The original clusters consisted of the following situations
— as identified by participants:
‘Business case’ cluster:
• Keeping topsoil on the land (and not ending up in
the water)
• Developing new business models (like Ian’s Roe
community) for situations
• The case of governance: how much discussion?
• What is the role of the private sector in influencing
governance?
– In the context of political scenarios (i.e.
conservative de-regulation versus
pro-regulation)?
– In the context of perceived or actual risk to
supply chain?
• Aligning multiple KPI sets to justify investments
• Jointly identify what constitutes an improvement,
e.g. establish multiple benefits
• Business case for water stewardship
• Reconciling control with inclusiveness/innovation
• Budgets in silos preventing action on ground
• Showing value
• Value of different technical solutions in different
places vs prioritising development/refinement of
the ‘best’
‘Politics’ cluster
• How to work the ‘politics’ to facilitate change in
water governance
• ‘Earned autonomy’ concepts and practice
• Politics — engagement with Treasury; what is an
effective evidence base for persuasion? Is the
evidence-based approach to policy still held in
good regard by Government?
During our group discussion, we tried to identify actions
for improving and transforming water governance. We
used the suggested steps to structure our discussion:
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1. Look for ways to improve the situation
2. Think about who would need to be involved and
how (including yourself)
3. Find any ‘key logs in the logjam’ in making a
change
4. Consider possible effects of action
5. Look for unintended consequences.
We started our discussion by identifying the situation of
interest for our group. As our group was quite diverse, we
spent quite some time exploring the system. We agreed
that we were all interested in the business side of water
governance. But in relation to ‘what’ did we want to
formulate our actions? Were we going to focus on
influencing the behaviour of private actors? We
discussed that private actors were important players in
this field. So how could we use a business case to
influence developments? After going back and forth for a
while, we decided that we were going to focus on how to
make a business case for improved water management.
We then discussed who would need to be involved in
making a business case. We discussed the role of
farmers, politicians and water companies. There was a
general feeling in our group that awareness was lacking
and we needed to raise awareness. This process
brought us to a discussion on how to include the
externalities — such as environmental degradation —
into the water price. The group thought that this could
improve transparency and make people more aware of
these sorts of issues.
We then discussed that there would be several key ‘logs
in the log jam’ if we really wanted to include externalities
in the water price. Politicians might not like the idea.
Concerns were raised that farmers could end up being
the ones paying for externalities, and undermining
profitability of farming as an unintended consequence.
We all agreed that this would be undesirable and noted
that the consumers should be the ones paying for this:
‘This should be passed through to consumers’. Someone
then raised the possibility of developing standards, but
there was no consensus because some of the group
members didn’t like the idea (based on their personal
experience with standards and standardisation).
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The group then felt that we had to find hooks for
businesses. We discussed that perhaps reputation could
be something that we could use. We did not have time to
further our discussion, but noted some actions on a
flipchart:
The actions were presented back to the group in a short
presentation in which we tried to summarise the
discussion that we had had in the group.
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Group 4: Communication for engagement and action — facilitated by Natalie Foster
The group convened around a set of post-it notes that
had been clustered together in relation to language,
technologies, frameworks and outcomes. We began our
discussion by talking through each of the post-it notes.
This process lead to a focus for our discussion on
communication for engagement and action in relation to
improving water governance. It also enabled us to
identify which of the post-it notes were within (or beyond)
the scope of our discussion (Figure 1).
Collectively, we formulated the following system of
interest:
A system to [what] communicate with people
by [how] using appropriate language,
technologies and channels in order to [why]
engage and empower them to make
informed decisions and take concerted
actions to improve (change) water
governance.
In this context, we talked about not necessarily involving
more people in water governance (as a lot of people are
already involved), but about (re-)engaging people in
ways that are meaningful to them. For example, we
should be open to talking about all kinds of
improvements to a local area, not just those that we
perceive to be relevant/important to water governance.
For instance, ‘litter’ or ‘dog poo’ might come up, as an
intro into people’s concern for the quality of their local
environment. We noted that it is important to talk to local
people about their area to establish the multiple benefits
that improving their environment could deliver, and also
about how actions should be undertaken, by who, and for
what purpose, i.e. avoiding starting out with any
assumptions or (mis-)perceptions that we know what
might constitute an improvement.
To this end, we proposed that there is a need to develop
a national framework to support and facilitate
environmental change/improvement processes that are
manifest by people (as individuals, small groups or larger
organisations) in their locality. By focussing on local
accountability and action, the framework would help to
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monitoring/measuring/
quantifying	  progress	  and	  
improvements	  or	  changes	  
to	  the	  water	  environment
POST-­‐ITS	  THAT	  WE	  
INCORPORATED	  IN	  
OUR	  DISCUSSION
POST-­‐ITS	  THAT	  WE	  DID	  
NOT	  INCORPORATE	  IN	  
OUR	  DISCUSSION
POST-­‐ITS	  RELATING	  
TO	  FRAMEWORKS	  
AND	  OUTCOMES
Figure 1 Our group’s post-it notes
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(re-)engage and empower people to make decisions and
take actions to improve water governance. It could also
help to bring about improved data collection and sharing
to facilitate reporting obligations at
local/national/international level.
We also identified some potential unintended
consequences of developing the framework, including:
possible growth in local democracy; increased demand
for action; and other social benefits, e.g. arising from
‘Have you thought about....?’
This thought-process raised the question: How might we
go about developing such a framework in practice?
Recognising that any such framework would need to
meet the needs of a diverse range of stakeholders, we
reflected on the potential to work with partnerships, such
as Catchment Partnerships, towards developing the
ideas and suggestions talked about in our group, and
also the possibility of working with new and existing
projects, such as the ‘Urban Water Ecosystems’ project
and ‘WaterLIFE’ project.
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Plenary	and	Reportage
Kevin	Collins,	Open	University
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Table	Reporting
Describing:
• Situation	of	interest
• Key	actions?
• Who	would	need	to	be	involved	and	how	
(include	yourself)?
• ‘Key	logs	in	the	logjam’?	
• Possible	effects	of	action?
• Unintended	consequences?
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Some	further	questions…
1.	Key	insights	/	learning	arising	from	today?
2.	What	are	you	enthusiastic	to	do	now?
3.	Anything	not	represented?
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Key	insights	/	learning	arising	from	today?
Participants	said…
• I	was	struck	that	you	[the	presenters]	are	all	working	on	similar	issues	but	at	different	
scales.
• There’s	a	lot	we	don’t	know	about	and	that	is	OK.		There’s	no	 right	answer	and	it’s	
difficult.	
• Working	 in	a	catchment	based	team	– how	can	we	make	this	(what	we	discussed	in	
our	group)	 happen?	 	It’d	be	great	if	we	had	a	better	sense	of	how	to	do	it.
• CaBA– so	much	has	happened,	 there’s	scope	for	learning	but	we	don’t	have	the	flows	
[of	data/knowledge]	and	systematic	information.	 	I’ve	been	thinking	 about	the	
importance	of	doing	something	we	haven’t	yet	learnt	how	to	do.
• How	do	you	measure	governability?	 	
• I’ve	found	 there	is	a	whole	literature	about	systems	thinking	and	social	learning	 that	
lends	itself	to	our	[cross-]	sectorial	messiness.		We	need	to	agree	it’s	messy,	which	has	
a	beauty.		It	shows	willingness	of	stakeholders	to	interact.
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Key	insights	/	learning	arising	from	today?
Participants	said…
• Claude	Menart at	the	Sorbonne	 said	[water	governance]	is	interesting	because	it	
wasn’t	like	electricity	but	was	too	messy.		How	local	governance	works…	if	we	think	
only	of	 the	water	system	we	may	completely	miss	something	 that	drives	it
• The	language	of	stakeholder	engagement:		in	WFD,	institutions	 for	actions,	but	
listening	 to	Ian’s	example,	it	was	of	bottom-up	 stakeholder	leadership.
• How	effectively	is	regulation	connected	– it’s	very	weak.		This	is	a	score	and	not	where	
we	should	be	focused.		We	haven’t	got	adequate	separation	of	 the	various	pathways	
affecting	water	quality.	The	OECD	principles	are	a	fantastic	step.		But	what	is	regulation	
doing	 for	us?
• ‘Earned	autonomy’	as	a	mechanism	 is	really	starting	to	work	when	it	demonstrates	a	
preferred	alternative… I	find	 it	very	interesting.		Examples	show	how	CABA can	be	very	
impressive.		But	Ian’s	account	is	impressive	because	it	was	analysing	our	place	in	
governance	– consider	the	language,	 there	are	some	key	concepts	there.		Regulation	
has	to	be	both	bottom-up	and	top-down.	There	were	difficult	 challenges	for	one	local	
group.	 	There	are	international	cases	showing	preferred	solutions	 (cf.	to	earned	
autonomy)
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What	are you	enthusiastic	to	do	now?
Participants	said…
• Get	different	 system	governances	to	work	together	e.g.	water,	economic,	 local	
democracy
• Evaluate	CABA policy	to	enhance	it	as	discussed	 today.
• Help	rapidly	spread	emerging	practice
• I’d	like	to	see	‘Actions’	 in	my	current	WaterLIFEWFD project.		Key	actions	such	
as	‘river	programme’	 really	fits	into	our	Comms strategy.		Going	 forward	it	would	
be	useful	to	integrate	fully	into	programme	– through	 conversations	with	
CADWAGO team.
• I	would	like	to	work	with others	towards	implementing	 what	we	discussed	in	our	
group?
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What	are you	enthusiastic	to	do	now?
Participants	said…
• This	group	needs	to	evaluate	and	review	DEFRA	CABA policy
• Explore	the	opportunities	 for	company	lessons	learned	across	multiple	countries	
and	scales.		
• Look	for	the	best	way	to	scale	up	successful	stories	of	water	governance	from	
sub-catchment	to	global	scale
• Set	up	a	huge	database	of	lessons	 learned	from	failures	in	water	governance
• Promote	a	good	regulatory	practice	in	achieving	good	water	security.
• Make	more	CADWAGO digital	stories;	communicate	more	
• Where	and	how	can	the	Cumbrian	community	 flood	 initiative	be	taken	up	and	
applied	 in	areas	of	water	scarcity?
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Anything	not represented?
Participants	said…
• How	we	have	famed	water	is	interesting.		It	means	more	than	water	
flowing.	 	
• Very	often	it	[water]	means	pre-existing	water,	e.g.	village	ponds	artificially	
produced.	 	Environment	Agency	clean	up	water	for	rich	people.		How	we	
can	bring	environment	 to	people	– defined	by	water?
• Water	companies	have	a	huge	interest	and	need	 to	be	more	involved.		
Bring	them	on	board.
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Next Steps
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Next	steps
Workshop	Report	– including	presentations	/	links
Final	workshop	Sardinia	
CADWAGO	newsletter
CADWAGO	publications
Your	next	steps?	
Events	/	flux!
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Evaluation
Participants	said…
• Glad	I	came!	;)
• Morning	 sessions	were	very	informative;	afternoon	session	might	have	
benefitted	 from	a	more	clearly	defined	purpose/objective.
• Very	stimulating!		More	questions	as	well	as	ideas.	
• It	was	good	 to	end	our	day	energised	and	enthusiastic.		Thank	you	J
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Appendix A: Participant list
Anne Braithwaite [PA], Gemserv
Annemarieke de Bruin, SEI York
Ashley Holt, DEFRA
Aziza Akhmouch, OECD
Catherine Weller, ClientEarth
Charles Ainger, Independent (University of Cambridge)
Chris Blackmore, Open University
Chris Chubb, Chris Chubb Environmental Policy Consultancy
Chris Ryder, Independent consultant
Damian Crilly, Environment Agency
Fiona Calder, University of Sheffield / Northumbrian Water
Geraint Weber, Natural Resources Wales
Graham Stevens, BlueGreenUK
Heather Smith, Cranfield University
Ian Irving, Roe Catchment Community Water Management Group
Jasper de Vries, CSD Uppsala University
Jennifer Horn, WRc
Kathy Hughes, WWF-UK
Kevin Collins, Open University
Laurence Smith, SOAS
Lee Godden, University of Melbourne
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Mike Wilson, Loughborough University
Natalia Barbosa Ribeiro, Rio de Janeiro State University (UERJ) Brazil / WWF-UK
Natalie Foster, Open University
Neil Powell, Uppsala University / University of the Sunshine Coast
Paul Hammett, NFU
Paula Orr, Collingwood Environmental Planning
Richard Cole, DEFRA
Ronan Palmer, OFWAT
Sally Watson, Mott MacDonald
Severine van Bommel, Wageningen University
Siraj Tahir, Arup
Stuart Kirk, DEFRA
Terry Gooderham, BersonUV
Tim Hardwick, EarthScan / Routledge
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